
Homework 3 for CSE334/434:

Software System Security

Gang Tan

Due date: Oct 18th 2:35pm in class or via CourseSite.
Readings: (1) “Enforceable Security Policies” by Schneider; (2) “Efficient Software-Based Fault Iso-

lation” by Wahbe et al. The links to these papers are on the course website: http://www.cse.lehigh.

edu/~gtan/teaching/cse334434f12/schedule.html

1. (10 points) Suppose a simplified file-system API contains the following set of functions:

• FILE *open(char * name) opens a file with name and returns a file descriptor.

• char *read(FILE *fd) reads a line from the file with the fd descriptor.

• void write(FILE *fd, char *line) writes a line to the file with the fd descriptor.

• void close(FILE *fd) closes the file.

Suppose we are interested in only the file operations that a program performs. Following Schneider’s
paper, a program’s behavior is then modeled as a sequence of file operations. A program itself is
modeled as a set of sequences of file operations.

Suppose the following set of policies is desirable for the file-system API:

• A file has to be opened first before being read or written. A file that has been closed cannot be
read or written.

• An unopened file cannot be closed.

• A file should be closed at some point after being opened.

• A file cannot be closed twice without an open in between.

Answer the following questions:

(a) Model each one of the above policies as a predicate over a program’s model (i.e., define one
predicate over a set of sequences of file operations for each policy).

(b) For each policy, decide whether it is a security property. If so, decide whether it is a safety
property or a liveness property.

(c) For each of the safety property, draw a security automaton that enforces the property.

2. (6 points) (Adapted from a question formulated by V. Shmatikov) In the DEC Alpha assembly
language, all instructions are 4-bytes wide and must start on an aligned 4-byte boundary. Here are
some examples:
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(a) br Ra, disp.

An unconditional relative branch. This instruction stores the address of the next instruction
in Ra and then skips disp instructions, where disp may be negative. For example, br r13,−5
jumps back 5 instructions (this may happen in a loop, for example).

(b) jmp Ra, (Rb).

Jump to register. Stores the address of the next instruction in Ra, then jumps and starts
executing code at address Rb.

(c) ldw Rv , disp(Ra).

Load. Takes the memory address contained in register Ra, adds disp to it, and loads the value
of the memory location at this address into register Rv .

(d) stw Rv , disp(Ra).

Store. Takes the memory address contained in register Ra, adds disp to it, and stores the value
of register Rv into the memory location at this address.

(e) bis Ra,Rb,Rc.

Compute bitwise OR of Ra and Rb and store it into Rc.

(f) and Ra,Rb,Rc.

Compute bitwise AND of Ra and Rb and store it into Rc.

(g) addl Ra, n,Rc.

Compute the addition of Ra and n and store it into Rc.

Suppose the safety policy is that code in a fault domain cannot write to the data region outside of
the domain and cannot execute memory outside of the code region of the domain.

(a) According to the policy, which instructions may be unsafe? For br Ra, disp, assume disp falls
within the fault domain’s code region (this can be statically checked).

(b) Suppose a “sandboxing” mechanism works as follows. A stw r2 , disp(r1 ) instruction is replaced
by the following three instructions:

addl r1 , disp, r1
and r1 , 0x0000FFFF, r1
bis r1 , 0x12340000, r1
stw r2 , 0(r1 )

The above code assumes the data region’s ID 0x1234.

How can you subvert the safety of the system that uses this sandboxing mechanism?

(c) The paper “Efficient Software-Based Fault Isolation” implements cross-domain communication
by putting call and return stubs outside of fault domains. Describe what possible dangers are
if those stubs are put into the code region of an untrusted fault domain.
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